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Abstract. Given a word w over a finite alphabet Σ and a finite deter-
ministic automaton A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉, the inequality |δ(Q,w)| ≤ |Q| − n
means that under the natural action of the word w the image of the
state set Q is reduced by at least n states. The word w is n-collapsing if
this inequality holds for any deterministic finite automaton that satisfies
such an inequality for at least one word. In this paper we present a new
approach to the topic of collapsing words, and announce a few results we
have obtained using this new approach. In particular, we present a direct
proof of the fact that the language of n-collapsing words is recursive.
1 Introduction
In this paper by an automaton A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉 we mean a finite deterministic au-
tomaton with the state set Q, the input alphabet Σ, and the transition function
δ : Q × Σ → Q. The action of Σ on Q given by δ will be denoted simply by
concatenation: qa = δ(q, a). This action extends naturally on the action of the
words of Σ∗ on Q. Given a word w ∈ Σ∗, we will be interested in the difference
of the cardinalities |Q| − |Qw|, called the deficiency of the word w with respect
to A and denoted dfA(w).
Let n ≥ 1, a word w ∈ Σ∗ is called n-compressing for A, if dfA(w) ≥ n.
An automaton A is n-compressible, if there exists an n-compressing word for
A. A word w ∈ Σ∗ is n-collapsing (over Σ), if it is n-compressing for every
n-compressible automaton with the input alphabet Σ.
It has been proved in [11] that n-collapsing words always exist, for any Σ
and any n ≥ 1. In [7] it is shown that, over a fixed alphabet Σ, each n-collapsing
word is n-full, i.e., it contains any word of length n among its subwords. An
n-compressible automaton A is called proper ([1]) if no word of length n is n-
compressing for it. Thus to check whether a word w ∈ Σ is n-collapsing it is
enough to consider only proper n-compressible automata. For other results and
connections with the Cˇerny´ conjecture see [1, 3, 4, 9].
In [1] certain characterizations of 2-compressing words were given by asso-
ciating to every word a family of finitely generated subgroups in some finitely
generated free groups; it was proved that the property of being 2-collapsing is
2connected with the subgroup indices in this context. A more geometric version
of this idea has been developed in [2]. Unfortunately, these characterizations did
not allow either to settle the natural complexity problem concerning collaps-
ing words or to generalize to n-collapsing words (cf. remarks in [4]). In [1] the
authors ask a few questions in hope to simplify the characterization.
In this paper we answer all these questions in negative. This is done by using
another more combinatorial characterization. Our characterization made also
possible to solve important complexity problems, and to tackle more general
problems. It forms the base for a series of papers in the area (see e.g. [5, 6]).
We view an automaton A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉 as a set of transformations labelled by
letters of Σ rather than as a standard triple. By the transformations of A we
mean those transformations of Q that are induced via δ by letters of Σ. Note
that to define an automaton it is enough to assign just to any letter of Σ a
transformation of Q.
It is not difficult to see that any proper 2-compressible automaton A has
to have both permutation and non-permutation transformations, and the later
correspond to letters a with dfA(a) = 1. Thus, for each such non-permutation
transformation a there is a uniquely determined state z ∈ Q which does not
belong to the image Qa and two different states x, y ∈ Q satisfying xa = ya; such
a transformation will be referred to as a transformation of type {x, y}\z (read:
x, y identified, z missing). Using this notions we classify proper 2 -compressible
automata as follows
Proposition 1. An automaton A is proper 2-compressible if and only if A sat-
isfies one of the following conditions:
(i) there are x, y such that all non-permutation transformations are of the same
type {x, y}\x, and the group of permutations fixes neither the element x nor
the set {x, y};
(ii) there is x such that each non-permutation transformation is of type {x, z}\x
for some z, at least two different types occur, and the group of permutations
does not fix x;
(iii) there are x, y such that each non-permutation transformations is of type
{x, y}\x or {x, y}\y, both the types occur, and the group of permutations
does not fix the set {x, y}.
This classification corresponds closely to the one in [1], where the automata in
cases (i) and (ii) are called mono, and those satisfying (iii) are called stereo. We
shall call mono1 and mono2 the automata in the cases (i) and (ii), respectively.
We note that the use of a different language here is connected with a different
view and leads to a different characterization theorem; one that allows a natural
generalization. In particular, in general case we speak about transformations a
of type {S1, . . . , Sk}\M , where Si are the sets of states having the same image
under a, and M is the the set of non-images under a. Our idea is that this
information is generally enough to approach problems on collapsing words.
32 New characterization of 2-collapsing words
We wish to show that for a word w ∈ Σ∗ being 2-collapsing over an alphabet
Σ is equivalent to the nonexistence of nontrivial solutions to certain systems of
conditions on permutations. Consider partitions of Σ into blocks, where blocks
are intended to represent types of transformations and closely correspond to the
role assignments introduced in [1]. A nontrivial partition of Σ with a distin-
guished block P , ∅ ⊆ P ⊆ Σ, will be called a DB-partition and will be denote
by (P, Υ ), where Υ = {B2, . . . , Bh} is the induced partition of Σ \ P (h ≥ 2).
Let w be a 2-full word over Σ. To each subword of w of the form αvβ, where
v is a nonempty word whose all letters belong to P (i.e. v ∈ P+), while α /∈ P
and β ∈ Bj , we assign a permutation condition of the form
1v ∈ {1, j},
where the letters of P are treated as permutation variables. Thus, the condition
means that the image of 1 under the product v of permutations belongs to the
set {1, j}. The resulting set of permutation conditions (containing all conditions
corresponding to subwords of w with the properties described above) will be
denoted Γw(P, Υ ) and referred to as the system of permutation conditions de-
termined by a word w and a DB-partition (P, Υ ). Note that different orderings
of blocks in {B2, . . . , Bh} lead to systems which are ”equivalent” in the sense
that both of them have or have not non-trivial solutions; so we don’t care the
orderings of blocks.
We say that this system has a solution if there exists an assignment of per-
mutations on a finite set {1, 2, . . . , N} to letters in P such that all the conditions
in Γw(P, Υ ) are satisfied. A trivial solution is one with all permutations fixing
1. Also, in the special case when Υ consists of a unique block B2 (and in conse-
quence, all j’s on the right hand side of the conditions are equal 2), a solution
with all permutations fixing the set {1, 2} is considered trivial. The remaining
solutions are nontrivial.
A DB-partition (P, {B1, B2}) of Σ (into exactly 3 blocks, with a distinguished
block P ) will be called a 3DB-partition. For such a partition, we define an ad-
ditional system of permutation conditions as follows. To each subword of w of
the form αvβ, with α ∈ Bi, β ∈ Bj , i, j ∈ {1, 2}, and v ∈ P
+, we assign a
permutation condition of the form
iv ∈ {1, 2}
(the image of i under v belongs to {1, 2}). The resulting set of permutation
conditions will be denoted by Γ ′w(P, {B1, B2}). For such a system, a solution in
permutations is nontrivial if the image of the set {1, 2} does not remain fixed
under all the permutations.
Theorem 1. A word w ∈ Σ∗ is 2-collapsing if and only if it is 2-full and the
following conditions holds:
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(P, Υ ) of Σ;
(ii) Γ ′w(P, {B1, B2}) has no nontrivial solution for any 3DB-partition
(P, {B1, B2}) of Σ.
The reader may observe an explicit similarity with the characterization in
[1, Theorem 3.3]. Yet while, indeed, there is a correspondence in the general
structure, our approach is almost converse: rather then looking into an alge-
braic structure behind, we reduce the problem to the simplest conditions on
permutations.
Proof. Our general idea is to compute the deficiency of a word w proceeding
letter by letter and observing if and how the deficiency increase. To give an idea
of how this technique works, we sketch the proof of (i).
To prove the ,,only if” part, recall that if w is 2-collapsing, then it is 2-full. By
way of contradiction assume that the system Γw(P, Υ ) has a nontrivial solution
for some DB-partition (P, Υ ), and that this solution consists of permutations on
a set Q = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let A be an automaton over Σ with the set Q of states,
where the letters in P act as the permutations in the solution and the letters
in each of blocks Bi ∈ Υ act as (arbitrary) transformations of type {1, i}\1.
Since the solution is nontrivial, the group of permutations does not fix 1, and if
Υ = {B2} then the group of permutations does not fix the set {1, 2}. Thus, by
Proposition 1, in each case A is a proper 2-compressible mono automaton.
Now, if w has no subword of the form αvβ, with v ∈ P+, α ∈ Bi and β ∈ Bj ,
then w = vαi1 . . . αimu with v, u ∈ P
∗ and αij ∈ Υ , hence Qw = Q − {1} and
dfA(w) = 1, a contradiction.
Now, let αvβ be a subword of w with v ∈ P+, α ∈ Bi and β ∈ Bj , and
assume that it is the first subword of this type in w. It follows that w = sαvβt,
where s, t ∈ Σ∗, with dfA(sα) = 1, and 1 is missing in the image Qsα. Since v is
nonempty, the permutation condition 1v ∈ {1, j} is in Γw(P, Υ ). It means that 1
is moved into 1 or j, and consequently 1 or j is missing in the image Qsαv. Since
β identifies 1 and j, dfA(sαvβ) = 1, and again 1 is missing in the image Qsαvβ.
Proceed letter by letter to get that also in this case dfA(w) = 1: contradiction.
To prove the ,,if” part, assume that w is 2-full but not 2-collapsing, i.e.
there exists a proper 2-compressible automaton A over Σ, with the set of states
Q = {1, 2, . . . , n}, for which w is not 2-compressing. If A is of type mono,
then consider the DB-partition of Σ, where P represent permutations of A,
and B2, . . . , Bh represent transformations of types {1, 2}\1, . . . , {1, h}\1, re-
spectively (we assume without loss of generality that x = 1 is the distinguished
state). The fact that w is not 2-compressing for A means that, computing de-
ficiency letter by letter, after encountering in w the first letter of any Bi, the
deficiency decrease by one, but it does not decrease on further letters. The only
segments where the deficiency may decrease are those of the form αvβ, with
α ∈ Bi, β ∈ Bj and v ∈ P
+ when 1v /∈ {1, j}. Since the deficiency does not
decrease on these segments then the permutations satisfy the corresponding
conditions 1v ∈ {1, j}, as required. The solution they form is nontrivial because
of respective conditions (i) or (ii) in Proposition 1.
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and stereo has no natural generalization, and is only a very special feature of
proper 2-compressible automata. Yet, to demonstrate that the problems in [1]
have negative answers we need the following corollary, which can be obtained by
more detailed proof as above.
Corollary 1. For a fixed finite alphabet Σ:
(i) A word w is 2-compressing for each 2-compressible mono1 automaton if and
only if the system Γw(P, Υ ) has no nontrivial solution for any DB-partition
(P, Υ ) with |Υ | = 1.
(ii) A word w is 2-compressing for each 2-compressible mono2 automaton if and
only if the system Γw(P, Υ ) has no nontrivial solution for any DB-partition
(P, Υ ) with |Υ | > 1.
(iii) A word w is 2-compressing for each 2-compressible stereo automaton if and
only if the system Γw(P, Υ ) has no nontrivial solution for any 3DB-partition
(P, Υ ).
3 Complexity of recognizing 2-collapsing words
If Σ = {α, β}, then we have only two DB-partitions, i.e. only two corresponding
system of permutation conditions, each in only one variable. Let
Eα(w) = {k ≥ 1 : βα
kβ is a subword of w};
Eβ(w) = {k ≥ 1 : αβ
kα is a subword of w}.
Using Theorem 1 one almost immediately gets the following result, which closely
resembles Proposition 3 of [10]:
Lemma 1. A word w ∈ {α, β}∗ is 2-collapsing if and only if it is 2-full and for
all integers n ≥ 3, 0 < r < n non of the sets Eα(w) and Eβ(w) modulo n is
included in {0, r}.
In order to find an algorithm to check whether a word w is 2-collapsing,
we obviously may assume that n ≤ N , where N is the minimum of the second
smallest elements in Eα(w) and in Eβ(w). SinceN < |w|, this yields the following
corollary (suggested in [4]):
Corollary 2. For a 2-element alphabet Σ, checking whether a word w ∈ Σ∗ is
2-collapsing may be done in polynomial time with respect to |w|.
Moreover, having such a simple insight into the problem, a further question
arises naturally: can the problem be solved still in polynomial time when the
words are given in the compressed form αk1βk2 . . . βkn (where Σ = {α, β}, k1
and kn are allowed to be 0, and the numbers are given in the decimal or binary
encodings)? Our new approach makes possible to obtain the following
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2-collapsing may be done in polynomial time with respect to the size of w in the
compressed form.
The proof is a little bit tricky. The idea is that although the number N
of cases to be checked may be too large with respect to the size of w in the
compressed form, one observes that it is enough to check only the prime divisors
of n < N and n = 4. The number of such divisors is polynomial with respect
to the size of w in the compressed form, but the problem still remains how to
overcome the fact that factorization into primes is not known to be in P. Here
one applies a certain factorization of the product k1 · . . . · kn into larger divisors,
which is enough for our purposes.
At this point we would like also to mention two further results which have
been obtained in smaller teams, and which use Theorem 1, as a starting point.
Theorem 3 ([5]). The problem of recognizing 2-collapsing words over a fixed
alphabet Σ with more than 2 letters is co-NP-complete.
It seems that the same methods may be used for n-collapsing words, but the
number of independent systems of permutation conditions is much larger.
A word w is n-synchronizing if it is n-collapsing for every n-compressible
automaton with n+ 1 states (i.e. brings all the states to a single state; c.f. [1]).
Since there are only finitely many n-state automata over a fixed alphabet Σ,
one can observe that the problem of recognizing n-synchronizing words can be
solved in polynomial time. Yet, we have:
Theorem 4 ([6]). The general problem of recognizing 2-synchronizing words,
where the input consists of an alphabet and a word, is co-NP-complete.
4 Decidability
For some time it was not even clear that the problem of recognizing of n-
collapsing words is decidable. In fact, it is the main result announced in [4],
where a large sketch of the proof of this fact is given. The full proof in [8] con-
sists of several lemmas and occupies more than 10 pages. We prove this fact in
this section.
Theorem 5. Let w be a word over a fixed alphabet Σ. If w is not n-collapsing,
then there exists an n-compressible automaton A with number of states |Q| <
3(n− 1)|w| such that dfA(w) < n.
Proof. Suppose that w is not n-collapsing, and let A′ = 〈Q′, Σ, δ′〉 be an n-
compressible automaton such that dfA′(w) < n. By n-compressibility it follows
that there is also a word w′ such that dfA′(w
′) ≥ n, and we may assume that
w′ = wu extends w. Our aim is to construct an automaton A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉 having
the same properties, with Q ⊆ Q′, small enough.
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transformations of A′, while βi represent permutations. We may assume that
w = αi0Γ1αi1 . . . Γdαid ,
where each Γj = βt1 . . . βti is a product of βi’s, possibly empty (permutations
at the beginning and at the end may be ignored). We assume that αi is of
type {Si,1, . . . , Si,mi}/Mi, that is, Mi is the set of non-images under αi, and
Si,1, . . . , Si,mi are the sets having the same image under αi. Note that we may
assume that the total number of elements in Si,1, . . . , Si,mi is less than 2(n− 1),
and |Mi| ≤ n−1 (otherwise dfA′(αi) ≥ n on the letter αi alone). Alsomi ≤ n−1,
so the number of images Si,jαi is less than n. Consequently, by rough estimation,
the total number of elements in all the subsets Mi and Si,j and in all the images
of Si,j does not exceed 4(n− 1)s, where s = |Σ|.
Now consider the information we need to determine the exact value of the
deficiency dfA′(w). Consider the partial deficiency sets Xj = Q
′ \ Q′αi0 . . . αij
for all initial segments of w terminating with some αi; note that X0 =Mi0 , and
Xd = Q
′ \Q′w. In general
Mij ⊆ Xj ⊆Mij ∪Xj−1Γjαij .
For x ∈ Xj−1, it may happen that xΓjαij /∈ Xj if and only if there is a suitable
y ∈ Q′ with yαij = xαij and this is determined by the information on the types
of αi’s.
Thus, we need only one more partial information in order to compute all
Xj ’s, namely the following one. For each j ≥ 0, if Γj = βt1 . . . βtj , we need to
know the values of βt1 on the states x ∈ Xj−1, the values of βt2 on the states
x ∈ Xj−1βt1 , and so on; and finally the values of αij on the states x ∈ Xj−1Γj .
Since |Xj | < n for all j, this yields totally no more than (n − 1)(|w| − 1) new
states involved (recall that X0 = Mi0). As a result, a partial information on δ
′
involving less than (n−1)(4s+ |w|−1) states determines the required properties
of the word w. Indeed, it should be clear that we obtain an automaton A with
no more than 5(n− 1)|w| satisfying dfA(w) < n, while closing in a natural way
cycles in permutations and closing the cycles in non-permutations in such way
that they preserve the sets Mi’s.
To complete the proof of decidability it is enough to observe that essentially
the same argument can be applied to the word wu and to recall the fact that
the length of u may be bounded from above by a function of n. The latter
follows, for example, from the proof of the basic result [11] concerning the very
existence of n-collapsing words (c.f. [4, Section 1]). It follows that there exists
an n-compressible automaton A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉, with |Q| bounded by a function of
n and |w|, witnessing that w is not n-collapsing.
To obtain our bound for |Q|, first note that we may not need the whole
information on the sets Si,1, . . . , Si,mi . It is enough to know, for each αij , single
pairs x, y from some of these sets satisfying suitable equalities yαij = xαij ; and
we do not even need to know the exact value of the image. Thus, considering
αij , we need to know Mij together with one of the following: either the image
8xαij for x ∈ Xj−1Γj or an element y with yαij = xαij . Then, one can see that
a partial definition of δ involving a subset S ⊆ Q′ with |S| ≤ (n− 1)(s+ |w|− 1)
is enough to guarantee that dfA(w) < n for any A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉 having such a
subset of states and with δ extending the partial definition.
Now, from the fact that dfA′(wu) ≥ n, we infer that there are x, y ∈ Q
′w such
that xu = yu. For u = γ1 . . . γt, denote x0 = x, and xi = xi−1γi, and similarly,
y0 = y, and yi = yi−1γi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Note that xt = xu = yu = yt.
If all xi, yi ∈ S, then we may choose Q = S, and to finish the proof as
before (this part requires some more detailed analysis that it is possible to
complete definitions of non-transformations without adding new states while
keeping all the necessary properties). The resulting automaton A = 〈Q,Σ, δ〉
satisfies dfA(w) = k < n, and dfA(w) = k + 1. If k < n − 1, we simply add
new states q′1, . . . , q
′
n−1−k, all of them transformed into q
′
1 by all the transfor-
mations: we obtain so an automaton with the required properties and with less
than |S|+ (n− 1) = (n− 1)(s+ |w|) states.
If all xi’s are in S, while some of yi’s are not, assume u be the shortest possible
with the desired property, to argue that there are at most (n − 1)|w| states yi
not in S. Indeed let a be the smallest index for which yaγa /∈ S, and b the largest
one with ybγ
−1
b /∈ S. Consider all the pairs xiγi = xi+1 with a ≤ i < b. We may
assume that there is no i, j such that xi = xj and γi = γj ; otherwise we could
build u′, shorter than u, with the same properties. But in the first part there are
no more than (n− 1)|w| such pairs with determined images, whence the claim.
Adjoin all xi’s and yi’s to S to obtain, as before, the automaon we are looking
for, whose set Q of states fulfills |Q| < (n− 1)(s+ 2|w|).
At last, if both some xi and some yi are not in S, we may argue that, again,
the total number of such states not in S does not exceed (n − 1)|w|; otherwise
we can modify u reducing ourselves to the former case (this part is left to the
reader).
Theorem 5 obviously shows that, for each n > 1, the language of n-collapsing
words over Σ is recursive (it is always enough to check a finite number of au-
tomata). The bound in our theorem is even slightly better than 3(n−1)|w|+n+1
in [8, Theorem 1] (and [4, Theorem 1]). Remark that considering separately some
extremal cases (like all the transformations are the same) there is a room to still
improve the bound in the theorem.
5 Collapsing words on mono and stereo automata
To complete the paper we provide the ideas of solutions to the open problems
from [1] which we mentioned above.
For a 3-element alphabet Σ it is not difficult to find a word, which is 2-
compressing for each 2-compressible stereo automaton, but fails to be 2-collapsing;
the same question for mono was stated as an open problem (Question 5.1 in [1]),
intending to consider possible simplifications of the characterization given there.
We give a negative answer to this and other two questions, producing suitable
counterexamples.
9Proposition 2. Let Σ = {α, β, γ} There is a word w ∈ Σ+ which is 2-compressing
for any mono automaton, with input alphabet Σ, and which fails to be 2-collapsing.
In the proof below we use notation α = (i1i2...)... to denote a permutation
α which has a cycle sending i1 into i2 in its decomposition into a product of
disjoint cycles.
Proof. Let A be a finite automaton with the set of states Q = {1, 2, 3} and
input alphabet Σ. Let α be of type {1, 2}\1, β of type {1, 2}\2, and γ = (123)
a permutation. By Proposition 1 A is a proper 2-compressible stereo au-
tomata and it is easy to verify that all the words in X ∪ {α, β}+, with X =
{αγx, αγ3x, βγ2x, βγ3x| x ∈ {α, β}}, are not 2-compressing for A.
Now consider the 2-full word
w = βαγβ2γ2βαγαβαγβαβ2γ2αβγ3βα2γβγ2α.
All of its subwords of the form xγ+y with x, y ∈ {α, β} are in X (whence it
does not compress A and is not 2-collapsing), but it is 2-compressing for each
mono automaton with input alphabet {α, β, γ} by Corollary 1. In fact we shall
prove that for any DB-partition (P, Υ ) of {α, β, γ} the system Γw(P, Υ ) has no
nontrivial solution.
Assume |P | = 1 and denote by pi the element of P . If Υ = B2, then the
solutions of the system Γw(P, Υ ) are all trivial. In fact for all choice of pi, the
conditions 1pi ∈ {1, 2}, 1pi2 ∈ {1, 2} occur in Γw(P, Υ ): the solutions of the
former condition either fix 1 or have the form (12...)..., and pi = (12...)... is a
solution of the latter only if the cycle (12...) reduces to (12). If Υ = {B2, B3},
then the solutions of the system Γw(P, Υ ) are still trivial, since for each choice
of pi the conditions 1pi ∈ {1, 2}, 1pi ∈ {1, 3} occur in the system Γw(P, Υ ), hence
all the solutions must fix 1.
So assume that |P | = 2. Let Υ = {α}. The system Γw(P, Υ ) is
(1) 1γβ2γ2β ∈ {1, 2}, (2) 1γ ∈ {1, 2}, (3) 1β ∈ {1, 2},
(4) 1γβ ∈ {1, 2}, (5) 1β2γ2 ∈ {1, 2}, (6) 1βγ3β ∈ {1, 2},
(7) 1γβγ2 ∈ {1, 2},
The solutions of the condition (3) either fix 1 or are of the form β = (12...)...
; similarly the solutions of the condition (ii) either fix 1 or are of the form
γ = (12...)... . Suppose that it is not the case that both of them fix 1. Assume
1γ = 1 and let β = (12x...)... : hence by condition (5) xγ2 = 1β2γ2 ∈ {1, 2}.
This yields β = (12)...; in fact if xγ2 = 1 then x = 1, else by the first condition
we get xγ2β = 2β ∈ {1, 2}. Whence by conditions (6) and (7) 2γ2 = 2 = 2γ3,
thus γ fixes 2 too and the solutions are trivial. So let γ = (12...)... Condition (4)
yields 2β ∈ {1, 2}, whence either β fixes 1 and 2 or it is of the form β = (12)...
In both cases by condition (5) it follows that γ = (12)... and the solutions are
always trivial.
The cases when Υ = {β} or Υ = {γ} are similar and still there exist only
trivial solutions.
Proposition 2 answers (in negative) to Question 5.1 in [1]. The following
Proposition gives a negative answer to Question 5.2.(i) in [1]:
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Proposition 3. Let Σ = {α, β, γ}. There is a word w ∈ Σ+ which is 2-
compressing for any mono automaton with one non-permutation transformation,
but not for each mono automaton with two non-permutation transformations.
Proof. Let A be a finite automaton with set of states Q = {1, 2, 3} and input
alphabet Σ. Let α be of type {1, 2}\1, β of type {1, 3}\1, and γ = (123) a permu-
tation. A is a proper 2-compressible mono automaton with 2 non permutation
transformations. Consider the set X = {xγ2β, xγ3β, xγα, xγ3α | x ∈ {α, β}}, it
is easy to verify that all words in X ∪ {α, β}∗ have deficiency 1 with respect to
A.
Consider the 2-full word
w = γαβ2αγ2βγα2βγ3βαγαβα2γ2βαβγ2β2αγ.
All of its subwords of the form xγ+y with x, y ∈ {α, β} are in X (whence it does
not compress A and is not 2-collapsing), but is 2-compressible with respect to
each mono automaton with input alphabet {α, β, γ} by Corollary 1. In fact for
any DB-partition (P, Υ ) of Σ the system Γw(P, Υ ) has no nontrivial solution;
the proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.
It is easy to deduce the following
Corollary 3. Let Σ = {α, β, γ}. There is a word w ∈ Σ+ which is 2-compressing
for each mono1 automaton, and which fails to be 2-compressing for any mono2
automaton with input alphabet Σ.
Also Question 5.2.(ii) in [1], regarding stereo automata, has a negative
answer. The proof of the following proposition is similar to the former ones:
Proposition 4. Let Σ = {α, β, γ δ}. There is a word w ∈ Σ+ which is 2-
compressing for each stereo automaton with input alphabet Σ and with two
non-permutation transformations, but fails to be 2-compressing for some stereo
automaton with input alphabet Σ with three non-permutation transformations.
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